The alchemical mixing approximation which is the ab initio pseudopotential specific implementation of the virtual crystal approximation (VCA), offered in the ABINIT package, has been employed to study the wurtzite (WZ) and zinc blende (ZB) In x Ga 1−x N alloy from first principles. The investigations were focused on structural properties (the equilibrium geometries), elastic properties (elastic constants and their pressure derivatives), and on the band-gap. Owing to the ABINIT functionality of calculating the Hellmann- The idea of tuning the band-gap, although simple in principle, is connected with a variety of practical problems like lattice constants mismatch of parent
compounds, thermodynamically determined phase segregation, the effect of band-gab bowing, the efficiency of radiative transitions etc. The ab initio investigations are of particular importance in the field owing to their predictive power. They provide a hint in which direction, technologically and experimentally, to proceed. A lot of ab initio works have already been reported, dealing with the structural, elastic, thermodynamical and electronic properties, including bulk systems, thin layers, and interfaces. A popular, supercell (SC) approach in which an alloy is modeled by periodically repeated large cell containing a few primitive cells offers an opportunity to vary compositions and ionic configurations. For example in wurtzite (WZ) structure a 32-atoms cell (8 primitive cells) contains 16 nitrogen and 16 group III metal atoms which for ternary alloy gives 16 possible compositions and a number of configurations at each [6] . In ZB structure and 8 primitive cells in a supercell this number is respectively reduced. A great advantage of the supercell approach is the possibility to study the effect of various atomic configurations on physical properties, in particular the extreme cases of the clustered and the uniform one. However, the configurational space is still significantly limited by the supercell size which, if too big, leads to unrealistic computation time. For this reason for example, studying the alloy thermodynamics from first principles becomes a challenging task requiring various approximations [7, 8, 9] . Moreover, a simulated alloy is never a random alloy, i.e. the microscopic configuration of atoms in a supercell is periodically repeated which has an effect on the electronic structure [10, 11] .
In this paper we employ an approach which is called the alchemical mixing approximation, following the nomenclature introduced by the authors of the ABINIT package [12, 13] . This is the modern, ab initio pseudopotential based, implementation of the old idea of the virtual crystal approximation (VCA) whose main advantage is that the alloy can be studied within a primitive cell, which significantly reduces the computational costs. In the cell, at a metal site, the norm-conserving pseudopotential which is constructed of two pseudopotentials and which represents the scattering properties of two metal atoms entering the alloy is placed, at a given proportion. Thus, the composition becomes a continuous (not a discrete, like in supercells) parameter.
One of important shortcomings of the approximation is that the "alchemical" atom is always on the ideal position, which means that the lattice distortion caused by different sizes of atoms, very characteristic of alloy systems, is not represented here, and which is (as we discuss later) the main reason of the deviation of the results from those obtained within the SC approach. Also, studying the thermodynamics is not possible within the approximation since the lattice dynamics would be very poorly represented (the "alchemical" atom would have to have an unphysical intermediate mass). The aim of this work was to study the performance of the approximation in various applications, to find its strong or weak points and possible reasons of deficiencies, believing that when applied with caution can provide a useful reference for experiment and for the other ab initio studies. We have concentrated on the structural, elastic and electronic properties. The ground state calculations gave us the opportunity to evaluate the LDA band-gap within the MBJLDA approximation [14] . An overall agreement of the results with the literature data has appeared very satisfactory. A small deviation from linearity of the lattice parameters and some elastic constants, showing an intermediate be-havior between the clustered and the uniform structure of the alloy, has been found to be due to the lack of the local relaxation of the structure in the VCA. The apparent big bowing of the band-gap, characteristic of the clustered structure, points at certain inconsistency in the behavior of the VCA, which is supposed to simulate rather a perfectly uniform medium. An argumentation is given according to which this effect is also mainly due to the lack of the local relaxation in the VCA.
Computational methods
The alchemical mixing of pseudopotentials implemented in the ABINIT package has been employed to emulate the In x Ga 1−x N alloy. The prototype of the idea is the virtual-crystal approximation (VCA), used to describe mixed crystals within empirical potential approach. In the approximation the main idea is to introduce an object (an ion, scattering center) whose properties would reflect the properties of two atoms simultaneously, at a given proportion. The VCA is simply a linear combination of two one-electron potentials describing pure crystals. The alchemical mixing of pseudopotentials implemented in the ABINIT package uses the following construction The norm conserving pseudopotentials have been generated with the OPIUM package [16] . The Perdew-Zunger form [17] of the local density approximation (LDA) for the exchange-correlation functional was employed in the scalar relativistic mode. The cut-off radii: 2.0, 1.8, and 1.4 Bohr were selected respectively for In (4d : 5s : 5p), Ga (3d : 4s : 4p), and N (2s : 2p) pseudo-orbitals. The non-linear core-valence correction (NLCV) radii [18] were: 1.0, 0.8 and 0.5 Bohr, for In, Ga, and N, respectively. Psedopotentials were optimized with the Rappe-Rabe-Kaxiras-Joannopoulos method [19] .
All the calculations have been performed with the ABINIT package [12, 13] . The total energy values were converged with the accuracy ≈ 1meV on the 8 × 8 × 8 Monkhorst-Pack grid [20] with standard shifts for ZB and WZ structures [15] . Since the pseudpotentials used were rather hard, the 90Ha energy cut-off for the plane-wave basis set was used. The full geometry optimization, i.e. the cell and the ionic positions, has been performed with standard convergence criteria for forces and stresses [15] . [22] ). First, the Reuss (lower) [23] and Voight (upper) [24] bounds, for the bulk (B) and for the shear (G) modulus have been evaluated, corresponding
to policrystalline values at uniform stress and uniform strain respectively.
Thus, for the cubic phase we have:
(1) and for the hexagonal phase:
Then the Young modulus (E) and the Poisson's ratio (ν) have been calculated from the average values of B and G,
Additionally, the ratio of shear modulus to bulk modulus B/G has been calculated to estimate the brittle or ductile behavior of the material. A high B/G ratio is associated with ductility, whereas a low value corresponds to the brittle nature. The critical value which separates ductile and brittle material is 1.75. If B/G > 1.75, the material tends to be ductile, otherwise, it behaves in a brittle manner [25] .
The biaxial relaxation coefficients have been calculated from the formulae:
= 2C 13 /C 33 for WZ and R ZB c = 2C 12 /C 11 for ZB structure.
The LDA band-gap as a function of composition has been calculated within the MBJLDA approximation [14] . The C m parameter for the parent compounds has been fitted so that the values of band-gap it produced matched the experimental ones from []. It was then interpolated linearly to become a function of composition x.
Results and discussion
The ab inito values of equilibrium lattice parameters a and c/a ratio and internal parameter u for parent GaN and InN compounds are presented in Tab. 1. The quality of used pseudopotentials is confirmed by a good agreement with former results both experimental and theoretical. Fig.1 shows the composition dependence of the lattice constants of WZ and ZB structures which agree very well with independent supercell-based ab initio calculations [6] . In Fig.1 it can be seen that the alloy lattice parameters for ZB and WZ structures change nearly linearly with the indium content x, although a small deviation from linearity can be observed, especially for the c parame-
ter. The results reported in [6] show that the linear composition dependence of the lattice constants (obeying Vegard's law) is characteristic of the uniform configuration of indium whereas a small deviation from linearity of c parameter appears in clustered configuration ( Fig.1 in [6] ). The effect can be explained by the fact that when InN component is gathered in clusters then it tends to keep its original lattice constant which is higher than that of GaN. Similarly, in the alchemical mixing approximation the atoms stay at their ideal lattice positions (do not relax), and the "rigid" contribution of indium pseudopotential results in the bowing characteristic of the clustered case. Similar effect has been observed in AlN 1−x P x [26] and BN 1−x P x alloys [27] . According to our experience the effect of bowing in the VCA can be artificially suppressed by setting small orbital (hard) but big NLCC (soft) cut-off radii in the construction of pseudopotentials.
In Tab small, except for dC 33 /dP in WZ structure exhibiting an anomalously large bowing (a maximum of the pressure derivatives appears at x = 3.5). In this work no second order term in the pressure dependence of elastic constants has been evaluated. However, it is easy to estimate the expected corrections to the pressure derivatives which are due to the second order term using data reported in [31, 32] . In most cases the correction is negative and small.
For testing values of pressure applied in this work (up to 5GP a) its value is between 0.1 and 5 percent.
In Fig.6 In Fig.7 the B/G ratio is shown. Except for small range of x ∈ (0.0, 0.2) in ZB structure the material shows ductile character, according to the criterium presented in the previous chapter. It should be mentioned that the VCA band-gap behavior in alloy systems can be different in different systems. For example, in AlN x P 1−x the tendency is opposite, i.e. the VCA shows smaller bowing than in SC based calculations [26] . An analysis similar to that presented in this work should be done to explain this fact. It's worth to add that some purely technical procedure, based on averaging over the transition energies near the transition point, can be applied within VCA approach to obtain the correct composition dependent band-gap of InGaN alloy, as we have shown in [37] . Thus, in spite of the discussed difficulties, the alchemical pseudopotential method can be used for band-gap calculations.
Conclusions
The main objective of this work was to test the performance of the al- x ZB "a" WZ "a" WZ "c" tool for semiconductor alloy studies.
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